The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its second meeting of 1991 on 14-15 March, beginning at 10.00 a.m. in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the Agenda

Notification under paragraph 8 of the 1986 Protocol and Article 3:8

3. United States/Thailand (TEX.SB/1695)

General Discussion

4. Revision of agreements in the light of the textile régime successor to the MFA.

Notifications under Article 4

5. Austria/Macao: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1702)
6. Norway/Poland: Amendment (TEX.SB/1707)
7. Norway/Poland: Amendment (TEX.SB/1708)
8. Norway/Hungary: Amendment (TEX.SB/1709)
9. Norway/Romania: Amendment (TEX.SB/1710)
10. Norway/Czechoslovakia: Amendment (TEX.SB/1711)
11. Norway/Indonesia: Amendment (TEX.SB/1712)
12. Norway/India: Amendment (TEX.SB/1713)
14. Norway/Korea: Amendment (TEX.SB/1716)
16. Norway/Macao: Amendment (TEX.SB/1715)
17. Norway/Philippines: Amendment (TEX.SB/1720)
18. Norway/Singapore: Amendment (TEX.SB/1721)
19. Norway/Malaysia: Amendment (TEX.SB/1722)
20. Norway/Thailand: Extension and Amendment (TEX.SB/1718)
21. Sweden/Turkey: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1724)
22. United States/Peru: Extension and Modification (TEX.SB/1726)
23. United States/Indonesia: Amendment (TEX.SB/1728)
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24. Finland/Indonesia: Export Authorization (TEX.SB/1705)
25. Norway/North Korea: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/1719)
26. Norway/Malta: Amendment (TEX.SB/1723)

Notification under Articles 11:11, 11:12 and 11.2

27. Finland/Romania: Export Administration (TEX.SB/1698)

Notification under Article 11

28. Korea (TEX.SB/1704)
29. Canada (TEX.SB/1706)
30. Peru (TEX.SB/1727)

Other Business